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JazzChord, Feb/Mar, 2001 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
[Editor's Note: This regular column in JazzChord, sometimes called DisChords, and 
usually written by Eric Myers, is also a personal column in which leading figures in 
the Australian jazz community are invited to write on topics of their own choice. 
Sylvan (Schmoe) Elhay is one of Adelaide's leading saxophonists, and chair of the 
advisory committee of the SA Jazz Co-ordination Scheme.]  
 

 
 
Stanford Jazz Workshop director Jimi Nadel: a remarkable man who has perfectly 
combined a genuinely lovely personality with professional organizational ability… 
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ome years ago I spent three months at Stanford University for professional 
reasons. While there I used the practice facilities of the Stanford Music 
Department and as a result I discovered the Stanford Jazz Workshop. This 

annual event is a self-funded program that operates for about eight weeks in the 
summer.  
 
For the first six weeks the Workshop runs concerts, talks and 
lecture/demonstrations. The seventh week is a live-in workshop for children and the 
last week is for adults. The faculty for these workshops is drawn from the whole USA 
and brings jazz giants into day to day contact with students who range from 9 or 10 
year-olds through to retired Silicon Valley electronics engineers. The common 
interest is jazz. Each evening of the last two weeks there are jam sessions in the 
Stanford Coffee House and there you'll see the giants smile indulgently as they are 
forced to play Blue Bossa for the eleven millionth time together with a bunch of eager 
students. It's all done with typical Californian kindness and dignity and it's a treat to 
see how much the students get from it.  
 
The director of the Stanford Jazz Workshop, Jimi Nadel, is a remarkable man who 
has perfectly combined a genuinely lovely personality with professional 
organizational ability. Just how he has managed for the last 28 years to get the 
financial backing of the big corporations and at the same time to organize the 50 or 
so faculty members some of whom, you will be surprised to learn, are quite 
disorganised or unreliable and sometimes even prickly, is a mystery. The end result 
though has always been something that stays with me for a long time. For example, 
last year one resident group of stars was the Mulgrew Miller Trio, Ray Drummond 
(bass) and Billy Higgins (drums) with Harold Land (tenor).  
 

 
 
Pianist Mulgrew Miller: his trio was in residence one year at Stanford... 
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Two other members of the Mulgrew Miller Trio drummer Billy Higgins (above) and 
bassist Ray Drummond (below)… PHOTO CREDITS HIGGINS JOHN REEVES DRUMMOND 
ANTONIO PORCAR 
 

 
 
The most memorable event for me was a dual concert in which that group shared the 
stage with a quartet led by the Cuban piano virtuoso Chucho Valdez. To illustrate the 
difference in approach, each of the two groups played the jazz standard On Green 
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Dolphin Street. That left us all gasping for breath, so they then decided that they'd 
mix the band personnel and see what happened. The most fascinating aspect of the 
changes was the degree of flexibility that these masters have and the imaginative 
ways in which they responded to having a very different kind of musician in their 
midst.  
 

 
 
Cuban piano virtuoso Chucho Valdez… 
 
Another great session last year had Billy Higgins and Harold Land playing duets for 
an afternoon. They stretched out on a long list of standards from the Max Roach-
Clifford Brown Band book. It was fascinating to easily recognize Land's playing on 
Cherokee but to notice at the same time how modern his playing has become.  
 

 
 
Saxophonist Harold Land: fascinating to notice how modern his playing has 
become… 
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One year a featured guest was Joe Henderson. Through Jimi Nadel's kindness I was 
able to follow Joe the whole day he was at the workshop and I saw at first-hand how 
some of these guys operate. Joe got off a plane from Japan in the late morning and 
went to a lunch with some of the other faculty. The illustrious list included the guys 
he would play a concert with that night: Charlie Haden, Jim McNeely and Tootie 
Heath. Immediately after the lunch Joe did a workshop and then ran a rehearsal for 
the evening concert. Without stopping for any kind of rest break he  
then had a quick meal and played the concert. The amazing thing is that he played 
the whole concert segue - no break between songs - and of course included in the 
concert nothing that they'd rehearsed that afternoon. Just another day in the life of 
Joe Henderson and his sidemen, I guess. I don't need to add that it was a 
breathtaking performance full of magic from the whole quartet.  
 

 
 
Joe Henderson: a breathtaking performance full of magic from the whole quartet… 
PHOTO CREDIT JAN PERSSON 
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I got another insight when Paul McNamara, who toured Australia with Joe in the 
early 1980s, was visiting and so I asked Joe where he would be playing after the 
workshop so he and Paul could connect. He told me it would be at Keystone Corner, a 
now defunct jazz club situated next to a San Francisco precinct police station. I asked 
him who would be in the band and he said "It's Freddie's band," meaning Freddie 
Hubbard. When I asked who was currently in Freddie's band he paused and then 
said vaguely "It's Freddie's band, man. I just did an album with them, but you know 
what those things are like, man. You run in and out of the studio and don't really get 
to meet the guys."  
 

 
 
Sydney pianist Paul McNamara: he had toured Australia with Joe Henderson in 
the early 1980s… 
 
During that concert the pianist (that Joe hadn't met!) was Billy Childs, then a ripe 17 
or 18 years old. At one point in the night Freddie started to play a ballad which Childs 
did not know. Throughout the first chorus, as Freddie played the head, the bass 
player played very unambiguously to show Childs the chords to the song. By the 
second chorus, when Freddie started to solo, Childs clearly had the song down and in 
the next chorus Childs played a solo on it which I will never forget. I know that Childs 
had never heard the song before because as Freddie finished his solo and got down 
from the bandstand, Childs asked him "What's it called?" Freddie told him Old Folks. 
Not a hard song but not the easiest ballad ever written either.  
 
The talent at the Stanford Jazz Workshop is not all in the faculty. One year, during 
the "babies week" as Jimi calls the week for young people, a piano player called Paul 
Odeh who was then 14 years old turned up and was clearly too good a player to be 
with the other babies. So Jimi got together three faculty, including me on tenor, to 
make up a quartet for him to play with while the other students had their regular 
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sessions. It was quickly apparent to me that Paul would have easily ranked in the top 
five piano players in this country. Touch, voicings, solos, comping - it was 
frightening. During the session, the bass player, who was by this time well aware of 
what Paul could do, suggested we play something even though Paul did not know it. 
The same thing happened - he picked it up in about one chorus and then had 
tremendous fun with it.  
 

 
 
Paul Odeh, then 14 years old: he would have easily ranked in the top five piano 
players in the country… 
 
One year that Stan Getz was at the Workshop he was rehearsing a tricky Chick Corea 
song called Litha with Kenny Barron, George Mraz and Victor Feldman. Halfway 
through the head Stan stopped the band and said "That isn't comfortable. Take it up 
a half step." So they played it a semitone higher. Halfway through the head Stan 
stopped the band again and said "That isn't comfortable either. Take it up another 
half step." So they played it a semitone higher. This happened at least seven or eight 
times until Stan got bored with that and went back to the original key. The facility 
these guys have on their instruments is staggering.  
 

 
 
Stan Getz: the facility these guys have on their instruments is staggering… PHOTO 
CREDIT TOM COPI 
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Stanford faculty member Schmoe: the end result has always been something that 
stays with me for a long time... 
 
The faculty at the Stanford Jazz Workshop over the years has also included Benny 

Golson, Dizzy Gillespie, Slide Hampton, Ignacio Berroa, Steve Turré, Danilo Perez, 

Dave Liebman, Mark Levine, Mark Murphy, John Abercrombie, Ray Brown, George 

Cables, Clark Terry, Billy Cobham, Kurt Elling, Bruce Forman, Hal Galper, Benny 

Green, Larry Grenadier, Victor Lewis, Joe Lovano, James Moody, Adam Nussbaum, 

Rufus Reid, John Scofield, Horace Silver, McCoy Tyner, Buster Williams, Herb 

Wong, Reggie Workman and Denny Zeitlin.  

If you are ever in the Stanford area in June and July you might want to check out 

what's happening at the Stanford Jazz Workshop. The website is at 

https://stanfordjazz.org/ 

__________________________________________________________ 
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